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Synopsis 
The increasing use of dangerous chemicals and petrolcvun products by 
S.A. industry makes it necessary for some form of control to be 
introduced to regulate the transport of these materials before a major 
Jisaster occurs, such as has occurred overseas. This report examines 
all the aspects that could increase the likelihood of such a disaster 
occurring, including the preparedness of emergency services. It also 
recommends the improvements or changes required to minimize this 
possibility. It is apparent that the training and ability of vehicle 
drivers are key areas in this respect and they are discussed at 
length. Forthcoming regulations under the Hazardous Substances Act 
No. 15 of 1973 are examined and the effects of over-restrictive 
legislation considered. The report concludes that legislation 
promulgated gradually to reinforce voluntary industrial practices will 
ultimately restrict this type of transport to the safety-conscious and 
competent operator, therefore minimizing the risk as much as possible. 

Sinopsis 
Die toenemende gebruik van gevaarhoudende chemikalieë en petroleum-
produkte deur die Suid-Afrikaanse nywerheid maak die instelling van 
een of ander vorm van beheer nodig om die vervoer van hierdie 
materiale te reguleer, voordat 'n ernstige ramp plaasvind, soos reeds 
oorsee gebeur het. In hierdie verslag word al die aspekte ondersoek 
wat die kans dat so 'n ramp kan gebeur, verhoog, met inbegrip van die 
paraatheid van die nboddienste, en verbeterings of veranderings word 
aanbeveel wat so 'n moontlikheid tot 'n minimum kan beperk. Dit is 
duidelik dat die opleiding en vermoëns van voertuigbestuurders in 
hierdie opsig sleutelgebiede is, en hulle word breedvoerig bespreek. 
Toekomstige regulasies wat onder die Wet op Gevaarhoudende Stowwe nr 
15 vtin 73 gepromulgeer sal word, word ook bespreek en die uitwerking 
van corbeperkende wetgewing word in ag geneem. Die verslag kom tot 
die slotsom dat wetgewing wat geleidelik gepromulqeer word om 

(i) 



vrywillige nywerheidspraktyk te versterk, hierdie tipe vervoer 
uiteindelik tot die bekwame vervoerder sal beperk wat horn oor 
veiligheid bekommer, en dat die risiko daardeur so ver moontlik 
tot 'n minimum beperk sal word. 
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THE TRANSPORTATION OF BA7TJOXXS MATERIALS 

J.C. Hillman 

oOo 

INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development of South African industry has resulted in an ever-
increasing demand for complex chemicals and petroleum products for use 
as raw materials and processing agents. Chemicals that were unheard of 
outside of a laboratory twenty years ago are now being used in 
considerable quantities by the pharmaceutical, plastics, paint and 
mining industries. Many of these substances are hazardous to man or his 
environment and the quantities currently being transported by road 
through our cities have exposed our society to the very real risk of a 
major disaster. 

Hazardous substances have precipitated disasters overseas, the most 
devastating of which was the LPG tanker explosion near Barcelona, Spain, 
in the early part of 1978 that resulted in the deaths of over 200 
holidaymakers. This incident, more than any other, se ved to focus the 
public's attention on the dangers involved in the transportation of 
hazardous materials and the apparent lack of control over its operation. 
In the RSA, the Durban hexane tanker fire in July 1978 and three 
subsequent incidents involving the spillage or loss of cyanide attracted 
wide publicity and created sufficient alarm for the authorities to 
decide to take some action to prevent them. 

The Vehicle Safety Group of the National Institute for Transport and 
Road Research was given the task of investigating the extent of the 
problem and recommending suitable controls to reduce the likelihood of 
incidents involving such materials from developing into full-scale 
disaster situations. The author conducted numerous interviews with 
hauliers, chemical manufacturers, trailer builders, vehicle suppliers, 
fire chiefs, traffic officers, drivers and many others. An Advisory 
Committee was formed with representation from as many of these areas as 
possible (see Appendix A) and a study tour was conducted to investigate 
current overseas practices in this field . 



This report -overs all the factors that the author considers play a part 
in initiating an incident or increasing the chances of an incident 
developing into a disaster. The subject has proved so multi-disciplinary 
and the information gleaned was so extensive that it has been necessary 
to reduce the report's content in order to maintain clarity and 
readability. Concerned readers will discover that any one of the 
subjects covered can be considerably expanded upon and their attention 
is drawn to the bibliography on page 35. 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

Explosives, petroleum spirit and a certain number of poisons are readily 
understood to be hazardous by most people, many of whom also have some 
appreciation of the degree and type of hazard. This, however, leaves a 
vast list of other substances that only a few individuals have a 
detailed knowledge of and whose properties would mean little to most. A 
definition of the term 'hazardous materials' is therefore needed both as 
a guide for controlling measures and as a legal requirement for 
appropriate lav» enforcement. The former could be satisfied by the 
following: 

"A hazardous substance is any substance which by virtue of its quantity, 
form and properties would present an unacceptable threat to life, 
property or the environment if not properly contained." 

This definition indicates that a hazardous property may be linked with a 
minimum quantity of a substance and/or its physical form. A 220 litre 
drum of toluol presents little, if any, danger during normal road 
transportation but 5 000 litres of the same substance could well pose a 
threat if carried in a similar fashion. The spillage of liquid cyanide 
solution could result in loss of life and major pollution but the same 
quantity of pelletized sodium cyanide could, in dry weather, merely be a 
minor traffic obstacle. An expert assessment of the point at which a 
substance presents an unacceptable risk will be required in order to 
produce a list of such substances for use by industry. An aspect of 
this which certainly requires attention is the difference, if any, of 
the risk in carrying a single mass of a substance or several smaller 
quantities of it in separate containers. Limits may have to be 
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introduced for individual packages and total haul - a distinction which 
2 is creating trouble for the UK legislators . The UN list of hazardous 

substances contains only the class of hazard (see Figure 1) and gives only 
minor indications of the mass value or condition at which these apply. 
The list indicates primary and secondary hazards but these may well vary 
from one country to another because of environmental conditions. The 
fire or explosive hazard for a relatively volatile, poisonous liquid may 
be far greater in the tropics than its toxicity. The reverse could be 
the case in northern Europe. 

Class Division Definition 

1 1.1 Explosives with a mass explosion risk. 
1.2 Explosives which do uot explode en masse having a 

projection haztrd but minor explosive effect. 
1.3 Explosives which do not explode en masse having a fire 

hazard and minor or no explosive effect. 
1.4 Explosives which present no significant hazard. 

2 Gases; compressed, liquefied or dissolved under pressure. 

3 3.1 Liquids with a flash point below 23 C. 
3.2 Liquids with a flash point above 23 C. 

4 4.1 Flammable solids. 
4.2 Substances liable to spontaneous combustion. 
4.3 Substances which when in contact with water, emit 

flammable gases. 

5 5.1 Oxidizing substances other than organic peroxides. 
5.2 Organic peroxides. 

6 6.1 Poisonous (toxic substances). 
6.2 Infectious substances. 

7 Radioactive substances. 

8 Corrosives. 

9 Miscellaneous dangerous substances. 

FIGURE 1 
UN CLASSES OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
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THE DRIVER 

1 General 

The driver of e vehicle Carrying hazardous cargo has potentially the 
most influence on tr.:. safec> of its journey from collection to 
delivery. He is often intimately involved with the loading and 
securing of the cargo at the start of the journey and the unloading or 
discharge at the end. During the journey he alone is responsible for 
the safe handling and security of his cargo and, in the case of an 
emergency, he is often the only person available to initiate any 
immediate corrective action. In order for a driver to be in a 
position to accept these responsibilities realistically it is 
essential that he fully comprehends what is required of him and has 
the knowledge and ability to carry it out. This necessitates that he 
be properly selected, thoroughly trained, and his performance 
regularly monitored. 

2 Selection 

When a company decides to employ a new driver they rely on him to take 
care of a considerable capital investment and, because he often has 
direct contact with customers, to promote the company's interests by 
being efficient, reliable and safety conscious. This is not a 
decision to be taken lightly especially when the current value of a 
truck-tractor and semi-trailer fitted with a stainless steel tank full 
of a customer's product is often in excess of R100 000. 

Some form of evaluation is required in order to assess the applicant's 
experience, capabilities, pâ i. performance, honesty and psychological 
stability. Many of the larger firms devote considerable attention to 
this and use special techniques to evaluate such properties as 
aggressiveness, performance under stress, mental alertness, speed of 
reaction, and others. The applicant's health, personal habits and 
home life are also examined. The facilities required to undertake 
this type of testing are fairly elaborate and costly to run. Similar 
and less enlightened companies rely solely on references, a personal 
interview, and a quick test drive round the company's yard. The 



widespread use of forged or stolen documents and the inexperience of 
the interviewer or tester make this a most unreliable practice. 

Unfortunately, those companies that have sophisticated selection and 
test facilities are not prepared to provide such a service for those 
who do not and there is only one coosercially available centre that 
will undertake such assessments. Mo two employers will normally rate 
an applicant the san-e due to personal preferences with regard to the 
weight attached to the various attributes tesced. Some, for example, 
may rate honesty higher than experience or intelligence lower than 
adaptability. These factors make it impractical to standardize 
selection procedures or make thatn compulsory but some minimum 
requirements could be introduced for companies applying for permits to 
transport hazardous materials. The record of a check made on an 
applicant's driving licence and references as well as the result of a 
professionally conducted annual medical examination could well satisfy 
such a requirement. The introduction of a required annual medical 
certificate for drivers of hazardous loads will go a long way towards 
preventing those who are found to have poor vision or who suffer from 
epilepsy, etc. from guiding these loads over our roads. Firms which 
already test drivers regularly of their own volition, have found an 
alarming incidence of impaired vision amongst '«.heir staff, or ten 
resulting from sugar diabetes. 

Driving training and supervision 

The safe handling of a heavily laden commercial vehicle requires skill 
and application. This is especially so in the case of modern truck 
tractor-semitrailer combinations and it is of concern to note that 
very few applicants for a Class II (extra heavy motor vehicle) licence 
actually take their driving tests on such vehicles. A driver, 
therefore, needs to be trained in the handling of the specific type of 
vehicle that he will be required to drive under a variety of anticipated 
loading conditions. This is particularly important in the case of 
liquid-carrying tanker vehicles because their stability is often 
adversely affected by the jurging of the tank's contents during 
braking and cornering manoeuvres. The author knows of two cases in 
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which competent drivers used to handling dry bulk loads were required 
to relieve tanker drivers at short notice. One driver rolled his 
vehicle and the other one shr .ted a queue of c*rs waiting at an 
intersection. Both of these accidents were caused by load surge, a 
phenomenon that the drivers had nc experience of dealing with. 

'-. oore basic requirement is for the driver to be able to assess the 
safety of his vehicle before and during a trip. It is the author's 
experience that very few drivers have a full appreciation of vhat the 
dashboard gauges and warning lights indicate and even fewer are 
capable of carrying out a thorough pre-trip inspection. Far too many 
simply walk round the vehicle kicking tyres and tapping Lights. The 
advantages of properly conducted pre-trip checks are not only 
restricted to safety considerations as they can often highlight purely 
mechanical defects which could well develop into major failures if 
left unattended and subsequently require expensive repairs. 

Several suppliers of new vehicles offer driver familiarization courses 
to customers at little or no cost. The courses cover driving 
techniques, fuel conservation and basic mechanical knowledge. Many of 
thes . courses are either cut short or poorly attended because the 
companies, "cannot afford to lose the driver's services". With the 
repair cost of an over-speeded engine being greater than the average 
driver's annual salary tfu.* reason xs both incomprehensible and a poor 
reflection on the industries* attitude to training. Companies that 
promote such training have proved conclusively that it reduces 
accident, fuel, and maintenance costs. This finding is supported by 
overseas companies where the training aspect is much in evidence. 
When dealing with hazardous materials it is of the utmost importance 
to reduce the likelihood of being involved in traffic accidents and a 
requirement for training should be considered for drivers in this 
trade. Sound commercial practice requires drivers to have a minimum 
number of hours of experience on both vehicle and route before a 
hazardous load is carried. This practice could readily be adopted by 
available legislation. 
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The tachograph provides an outstanding method of monitoring the 

performance of a driver ii" fully utilized. However, until such time 

as drivers' hours are restricted in order to combat fatigue, it will 

tend to be used only as an in-house check on speeding, erratic gear 

selection and unnecessary stops. The effects of fatigue on driver 

performance are well known but little has been done to improve the 

situation. Catering and rest facilities arc» virtually non-existent on 

the major trunk routes and most drivers tend to "press on regardless" 

in order to reach their destination. The short haul delivery driver 

is probably just as susceptible to the effects of fatigue especially 

when faced with constant city traffic and the moving of cargo. Load 

securement and driving ability undoubtedly decline in standard at the 

end of such a day and yot no limit is placed on the hours behind the 

wheel. 

Product and emergency training 

As the person responsible for the safety of both his vehicle and load, 

the driver needs to be trained in more than driving and vehicle safety 

checks if he is to shoulder this burden with confidence. This is 

particularly important when carrying hazardous materials. He is, 

after all, expected to carry out the correct procedure in the event of 

a fire or spillage, know how to use fire extinguishers effectively, 

don protective clothing correctly, make proper use of any first-aid 

equipment or antidotes, give additional advice to the authorities in 

the event of an emergency, prepare his vehicle for loading and 

unloading, check loading documents against load and any labelling 

requirement, and, finally, be able to operate valves, manhole covers, 

stop cocks and tie-down devices to ensure that the load is secure. 

None of these abilities develops as a matter of course; they must be 

taught and regularly tested. £>uch training is carried out by several 

of the major concerns in this field of transportation but it is 

difficult to compare one scheme with another or, indeed, assess their 

effectiveness. The UK has set up several privately run Hazfreight 

training centres under the auspices of the Chemical Industries 

Association (CÍA) and Road Haulage Association (RHA) . The aim of 
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these centres is to set and maintain a high standard of training for 
drivers of hazardous loads. Attendance at these centres xs not yet 
compulsory but already several of tne major chemical and petroleum 
companies refuse to admit vehicles to their premises unless the 
drivers produce a course certificate to prove that they have attended 
and passed such a course. To Drevent fraudulent use of these 
certificates, they bear the photograph and signature of the owner and 
are sealed in a tamper proof plastic overlay. It was found initially 
that drivers objected to the training but they soon realised the 
benefits of these courses and the ownership of a course certificate is 
now looked upon as a nark of professionalism and is much sought after. 

In a test at the start of these courses, the students have to select 
the correct meaning from four of some twenty words in common use 
within their profession (see Figure 2). The results of this test have 
indicated that very few have a fully comprehensive understanding of 
their role and environment - the words in question are regularly found 
on labels, Tremcards, loading documents, product sheets and emergency 
instructicns. To obtain such - result in a country where commercial 
vehicle driving is a profession that has a certain prestige bodes ill 
for South Africa where drivers are viewed by many as labourers with 
licences. 

What do the following words mean? Put a tick against the 
correct phrase. 

NARCOTIC 

VISCOUS 

a) Contaminating substance 
c) Reacting substance 

a) Contaminated 
c) Readily absorbs liquid 

IMMISCIBLE a) Forms a mist 
c) Solidifies 

TOXIC a) Putrid 
c) Foul smelling 

AMBIENT a) Obnoxious smelling 
substance 

c) Extremely light 

b) Causing unconsciousness 
d) Penetrating akin 

b) Cloudy 
d) Thick, flows slowly 

b) Does not mix 
d) Produces heat 

b) Causes nervous shock 
d) Poisonous 

b) Variable 

d) Surrounding 

FIGURE 2 

AN EXTRACT FROM A HAZFREIGHT COURSE INITIAL TEST 
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The course content covers a general appreciation of the hazards of 
commonly carried hazardous materials, use of emergency equipment, 
temporary damage repair techniques and legal requirements. Detailed 
train-rig in particular products is left to the firms concerned. 
Additional topics that should be considered are load sorting and 
distribution for mixed minor loads of hazardous materials and a 
detailed knowledge of the forthcoming SABS code of practice for cargo 
securement on vehicles. The introduction of a centralized training 
scheme is to be strongly recommended as it would undoubtedly improve 
current standards and the content could be amended as the need arises. 

THE VEHICLE 

It is essential that vehicles used for the carriage of hazardous cargoes 
are suitable for that purpose, safely operated and properly maintained. 
The causes of any accident can be apportioned between three causative 
factors: human, environmental and vehicle. The human factor is 
primarily responsible in over 80 per cent of accidents and driver 
training is the only way to reduce this element, a topic which has been 
discussed at length in Section 3.2. The environmental factor is 
dependent on road layout, signing, signalling and weather conditions. 
It usually plays only a minor role in accidents but sensible use of the 
routing proposals (see Section 6) could reduce this still further. 
Research at the NITRR has shown that a vehicle factor is present in 

4 approximately 10 per cent of accidents . These may be due to mechanical 
failures, design faulvs or simple neglect. The first two can be 
minimized by careful selection of a vehicle in the first place and/or 
uprating its safety performance by way cf modifications and add-on 
safety features. The SABS code of practice for the transportation of 
flammable liquids has included requirements for such features as a 
maximum height for centre of gravity, battery isolation switches, fire 
protected cabs, restricted exhaust pipe configurations, etc. Many of 
these, though, are only relevant to flammable liquids. Balanced braking 
systems underride protections, steering stabilizers, anti-jack-knife 
devices, stability sensors, automatic tyre pressure indicators and brake 
retarders are just a few of the many other options available to vehicle 
owners either as original equipment or on modification. There is 
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considerable disagreement amongst vehicle operators as to the effectiveness 
of some of these devices but the majority should at least be considered 
and a few of them possibly made compulsory for the carriage of hazardous 
materials. 

The neglect aspect can only be eradicated by introducing minimum 
standards of maintenance and periodic inspect'.on. Public hauliers and 
the carriers of flammable liquids hfive to obtain a cer;ificate-of-
fitness for their vehicles every six months, but private hauliers and 
those who operate a restricted servic- in terms of the Road Transportation 
Act of 1977 rre not required to present their vehicles for such 
inspections. The increasing cot s of maintenance and servicing may 
tempt some of the smaller operators to reduce costs by cutting down 
these expenses. The only way to prevent this potentially dangerous 
practice is to make all carriers of hazardous goods subject to tests 
every six months or every year. Test procedures need to be standardized 
and the quality of inspections improved if the complaints voiced about 
current test centre performance are justified. 

Axle load limits are specified in the Road Traffic Ordinance. The 
specific gravities of the commonly transported liquids fall within the 
range 0,6 to 2,4. In the case of tankers the weight of a full load 
could, therefore, vary by a factor of 4. Transporters who carry a 
variety of products do not take sufficient notice of this and several 
firnij know of "others" who exceed axle weights regularly. This is not 
only detrimental to our roads, but it is also a dangerous practice 
because suspensions, brakes and tyres are subjected to excessive 
loading. Roadside spot checks are needed to ensure that vehicles do not 
carry excess weight. Mor-> assized weighbridges are needed throughout 
So'..uh Africa so that the traffic authorities can obtain accurate loading 
figures for an offender who fails a roadside check. Current penalties 
for overloading are, however, too low to be a deterrent and in many cases 
the income for the excess load more than covers the cost of any fine, 

THE CONTAINER 

The container of a hazardous material must be able to contain that 
substance securely without loss during routine handling and distribution. 



Furthermore it should be sufficiently robust and protected to withstand 
moderate impacts and the effects of adverse weather without loss of or 
damage to contents. 

In the case of a tanker or tank-trailer this requires that the vessel be 
protected against the effects of a roll-over or side impact. This 
protection must extend to pipework and valves if the unit as a whole is 
to retain its integrity in an accident situation. A lot of careful 
thought and design work has gone into ways of making tanks comply with 
these requirements. The use of foot valves and shear sections to 
protect against pipework damage; sidewall cladding for roll-over and 
impact protection; the use of valve chests and manhole guards to 
prevent these items being torn off are but a few examples of what has 
been achieved. Tank containers that carry their contents under pressure 
or are subjected to pressure during loading or unloading are required to 
undergo periodic inspections. Atmospheric tanks are not liable to these 
inspections which, in the case of hazardous materials, would appear a 
considerable oversight on behalf of the authorities. 

The design standards to which tanks are built in South Africa are either 
varied or non-existent. Some are in accordance with the European ADR 
requirements, some with the US ASME code as adopted by the US DoT, some 
to the UK BS standard and others to no standard at all. The requirements 
for ring stiffeners, stress relieving, X-ray examination of welds and 
the materials used are often dictated by the customer. As yet there are 
no statistics to prove that this situation is unsafe but it appea. to 
be unsatisfactory. This observation is supported by stories told within 
the industry of failures that have occurred, some quite spectacularly. 

Cas'.al observation indicates that a large percentage, if not the majority, 
of road-transported hazardous materials are carried in containers other 
than tanks. Recent incidents involving 220 litre drums of cyanide and 
caustic soda confirm the popularity of "his particular type of container 
but there are many other forms used - cylinders for compressed gases, 
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FIGURE 3: TWO EXA.'^LES OF FAULTÏ LOADING PROCEDURES 
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sacks for dry granular materials, tins and cans of all sizes for paints, 
solvents and oils, carboys for acids, jars for pharmaceuticals, 
plasticware for consumer chemicals etc. Most of these containers are 
standard market items, mass produced and freely available. What is 
alarming is that very few are manufactured to any approved specification 
for the task they are expected to perform. 

Detailed container specifications for air freight are laid down by IATA 
and similar requirements, on a much reduced basis, are required by the 
US DOT for road transportation of hazardous materials. In South Africa 
it would appear that SAR & H is the only authority that have standards 
for such packaging but, in many instances, loaác that they have refused 
have been carried by other, less safety conscious, carriers. This 
practice must be prevented and minimum standards should be introduced 
for such containers as well as packing procedures and cargo securement. 
The cyanide incidents mentioned above would not have occurred if the 
drums had been properly secured. 

Two examples of other loading faulLs are illustrated in Figure 3. The 
first case resulted in 4 000 litres of hydrochloric acid being spilled 
on the Nl north of Pretoria because of a faulty gasket. The second case 
was due to incorrect securement of the gas cylinders being carried. 
Both of these incidents could have had serious consequences, particularly 
the matter if any of the cylinder valves had been damaged. 

ROUTING 

It is apparent from overseas incident case studies that the potential 
for a major disaster resulting from a hazardous materials incident 
depends largely on the environment in which it happens. Apart from the 
obvious assessment that urban areas are more susceptible to disasters 
than rural ones there are many other environmental factors that can 
affect the outcome of an incident. The near proximity of a reservoir or 
wacer course to the site of a spillage can result in extensive pollution 
damage and require a full-scale clean-up operation. Dockyards, 
warehousing and chemical plarts are other areas where a relatively minor 
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incident can develop into a major catastrophe. The time of day and 
traffic density can determine the number of people placed at risk and 
adversely affect the time taken for the emergency services to arrive on 
the scene. This is particularly so during city 'rush hours' when roads 
and sidewalks are filled to capacity. 

Because of these considerations several overseas countries have 
introduced legislation that either prohibit vehicles carrying hazardous 
materials from using certain roads or restrict them to selected routes. 
Holland has laid down a national network of approved routes for 
hazardous materials which is specially signed and rigidly enforced. The 
UK and parts of the USA rely on a mixture of declared routes and 
prohibited areas. The latter includes such things as city centres, 
tunnels and high density housing areas. 

It is considered that the declared route system is a more viable 
proposition for South Africa and a requirement for this has been 
included in the proposed regulations under the Hazardous Substances Act. 
Exact details of how the regulation will operate have not yet been 
finalized but it is anticipated that it will be based on the following: 

(a) Municipalities will declare one or two approved through-routes 
within their areas (e.g. N-S and E-W). 

(b) These routes will be linked together throughout the Republic to 
form a network which will eventually be published in map form. 

(d) Once these routes have been finalized, a special route sign will be 
introduced to mark them. 

(d) Transporters of hazardous materials will then be required to make 
maximum use of these routes from collection point to delivery. 
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(e) Petroleum distributors and others who deliver part loads within a 
limited area will be exempt from this requirement, except when 
moving from a depot to the delivery area or over a reasonable 
distance from one area to another. 

The United Municipal Executive has been asked to assist in the formulation 
of these routes and municipal authorities will be required to state 
their preferences within their own areas. In order for the scheme to be 
effective, considerable thought will have to be given to route choice 
and a wide field of expertise will need to be involved. Some of the 
questions that will need to be answered are as follows: 

(a) Do the routes link up with those in adjacent areas? This will 
require inter-municipality consultation and co-operation. 

(b) Can the emergency services adequately cover the routes in case of 
an accident? All points along the routes should be accessible to 
the services in the shortest possible time. 

(c) What is the drainage situation like along the routes? The effects 
of toxic spillages on the water system will need to be considered. 

(d) Is the route practical for heavy road transport? Gradients, bends 
and bridges will need examination. 

(e) Is evacuation possible from residential areas along the routes? 
Planning will need to involve this aspect if lessons are to be 
learned from recent overseas experience. 

Pre-planring after a detailed analysis of all these points will be essential 
if the scheme is going to be successful. Municipalities will need to 
consult fire and traffic departments, civil defence, ambulance services, 
municipal engineers and local transporters in order to formulate an 
effective through-route system. 
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LABELLING 

It is a common and readily understood practice to display warning labels 
where dangers exist. In many cases it is required by law and the 
public are used to seeing signs such as 'DANGER - HIGH VOLTAGE', 
"CAUTION - SHARP BEND', and 'WARNING - NOT FOR INTERNAL USE*. It is 
alarming to note that, with a few exceptions, there has been no 
requirement to label hazardous materials carried on our roads. This 
situation is not peculiar to South Africa as it is only in the past year 
that the UK has introduced a labelling requirement: not: long after much 
of the rest of Europe. The three systems of labelling in force in the 
USA, UK and Holland indicate that different countries place different 
emphasis on what type of information is required from such a label. 

In the event of an accident resulting in the major spillage of a toxic 
or highly flammable liquid it is sensible to have some readily 
understood indication to the general public to keep away. The curious 
and the ghoulish are often attracted to accident scenes and an overturned 
road tanker is always of interest. A general warning sign is only of 
limited use because as people become more curious they like to know what 
the dangers actually are. The ever-increasing international traffic in 
containers and trailers also suggests that this requirement should be 
met by an internationally recognised method. A satisfactory answer to 
this problem is to make use of the international warning diamond 
containing a pictogram of the hazard involved and which may include the 
UN hazard class number. Some examples of these warning diamonds are 
shown in Figure 4. 

The final cost of a hazardous materials incident in Rands and lives is 
often directly dependent on what remedial action is taken during the 
first 20-30 minutes after the accident occurred. In order for the 
emergency services to be given the best possible chance of dealing 
effectively with an incident they must be able to identify the material 
involved and have some idea of how it is to be handled. The numerous 
names by which a substance may be known (chemical, trade or common), 
makes the use of these terms liable to misinterpretation. This is 
particularly so when a chemical name is used and has to be communicated 
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by radio or telephone. The incorrect transmission of a single letter 
can drastically alter the apparent properties of the materials as in the 
case of Cyclohexanone (C H,_0) and Cyclohexenone (C H 0). The former is 

D 10 D O 
the less flammable but cannot be extinguished with water. 

A solution to this problem which has been adopted by all three systems 
is to use the four digit UN number. This is precise, unambiguous, 
internationally recognised, reliably transmitted and readily decocod. 
An alternative to this should not be considered. 

Two systems display additional information to the UN number. Much of 
Europe requires the use of the product's Kemmler number. This is a 
three digit number which, when decoded, informs the user of the hazard 
rating. The provision of such a properties code is only of limited 
value, though, as it offers ni_ advice as to what should be done in an 
emergency. 

The UK HAZCHEM system (see Figure 5) offers further information in the 
form of a telephone number for further advice and an action code that 
covers protective clothing and breathing apparatus requirements, fire 
fighting methods, disposal methods and evacuation recommendations. This 
information should be available from an emergency information centre 
(see Section 9) but if communications are disrupted or not available 
this would be of little help. In addition to this, the individual 
members of the emergency services teams are able to decode the actioi 
code themselves from their HAZCHEM cards and this undoubtedly improves 
their confidence in dealing with an emergency when their orders coincide 
with their own evaluation of the situation. The use of the system 
requires that labels are attached to both sides of the vehicle and at 
the rear so that at least one remains visible in any post-accident 
configuration. This system has attracted much support in South Africa 
and is in voluntary use by many of the hauliers. Because of fnis and 
its safe'ty attractions it has been included in forthcoming regulations 
under the Hazardous Substances Act. A major issue concerning its use is 
the responsiblity for supplying the labels. For a tanker carrying 
only a s;ingle product this presents no difficulty but for multi-
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problem. It would seen reasonable to require the suppliers of t*ie 

products to supply trir labels as well, as it is only they who have the 

advio;» telephone number and the knowledge to assign the correct labels 

to the produ. ts. Stocks of labels could then be held at depots and 

other outlets for issue at time of loading. This is contrary to curt one 

UK practice but appears a far store satisfactory solution to the profclea. 

An aspect of labelling hazardous loads v-\ich ror-cerns some nenbers of 

the industry is the threat of urban terrorism. It is possible that such 

elements could hijack or siaiply attack a suitably labelled venicle in 

order to cause as much damage and alarm as possible. On the other hur»d 

it is far more likely that such action would be restricted to petroleum 

tankers as the effects of an attïck can be iaagmed ana these vehicles 

are easily picked out because they carry a conpany ICKIG. L?G tar.'iers 

are also a possible target as their shape and construction ir.evita.jty 

ma'rvsj chem identifiable. Attacks on acid or compressed gas tankers are 

considered unlikely because: 

(a) unlike the above, they would not be expected to be found within a 

town's limits and would be stopped by traffic officers under the 

routing regulations (sae Section f>) ; and 

(b) the effects of a relf ise of these products is highly dependent on 

the type of weather and situation. This is not a sound hasi^ on 

which to stage a disaster. 

Two extensions of the Hazchem labelling system ^re currently being 

considered both here and in the UK. The first is the labelling ol stock 

tanks and hoppers. This could be extremely useful i:i the event of a 

fire at a tank farm ind it can also help prevent a tanker being filled 

from, or dischu»gtd into, the wrong stock tank. This has occurred on 

several occasions and often results in violent reactions or the 

production of toxic gases in cases where f'ne mixture:-» are chemically 

inco~>Datible. The second adaptation is to use the labels on cargoes 

that present a low hazard or nuisance valuer. The labels are b'.a-rk and 

white without a warning diamond and advise that in the cise of dry 
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cement, for example, a spillage should be contained and not flushed dovm 
the storm drainr with water. 

THE EMERGENCY SERVICES 

The general public tends to identify the aijcvc term with the fire and 
ambulance services. In effect, though, it covers members of any 
organization that may be involved in dealing with an emergency. This 
includes police and traffic officers because they are invariably the 
first ones to arrive at the scene of an incident and it further includes 
those members of civil defence who may be called upon to help in a large 
scale emergency. Because of the hazards presented by many of the 
commonly transported substances and the specialized knowledge required 
to deal with them under accident or fire conditions it would seem a 
reasonable requirement that those members of these services who could be 
exposed to such hazards should be properly trained and fully equipped to 
deal with their responsibilities under such circumstances. The meeting 
of this requirement is rarely achieved in South Africa. 

The fire, ambulance and traffic departments are municipal organizations 
funded from ratepayers' contrib- tions. If this rate income is low, 
essentially due to a small paying population, or these services are 
given a low priority in budget funding by the council, the standard of 
staff, equipment and training for these services will be unsatisfactory. 
This is the current situation in a majority of the 800 or 30 local 
authorities where fire fighting equipment consists of outdated and 
inefficient hand-held appliances ind the standard of ambulance service 
varies from poor to atrocious . The political standing and status of 
the fire chief seems to have more effect on these matters than the 
council's concern for their ratepayers' protection - a situation which 
is as alarming as it is ludicrous. 

Virtually nothing appears to have been done in the planning and training 
for incidents involving hazardous materials. Overseas practices 
indicate that much can be done in this regard. Several fire departments 
and chemical companies have purpose built vehicles fully equipped to 
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deal with hazardous materials incidents (see Figure 6). Other facilities 
include decontamination equipment, special protective clothing and, in 
the UK, country-wide supply points for neutralizing ac !-.s and emergency 
off-loading facilities coordinated through the CIA ''. Full-sc<*le 
exercises are not uncommon and faults found wit>. equipment or procedures 
are constantly corrected and updated. In 1978/79 the Fire Protection 
Apsociation ran a series of excellent one-day courses on these very 
subjects nearly all of which were over-subscribed. Little, if anything, 
has been put into practice by those who attended and, in most cases, not 
even the information obtained from the courses was disseminated. The 
same is true of the HAZCHEM seminars which were conducted during the 
same period. Very few of the traffic and fire departments are equipped 
with HAZCHEM code cards even though their cost is minimal. This 
situation is a prelude to disaster and measures must be introduced to 
rectify this general lack of in.—rest and action. Unless this is 
successful the emergency services input into the routing scheme (see 
Section 6), if any, will be suspect and of limited value. 

Vast areas of the Republic, in many cases surrounding the major road and 
rail routes, are not part of a municipality and thus have virtually no 
emergency service covei. The municipal services exist for the benefit 
of the municipality and if assistance is rendered outside of this area 
the major concern is one of identifying who will pay for it. This is 
understandable in view of the way thj services are funded but this rigid 
delineation of areas of responsiblity is a major problem, as demonstrated 
by recent cases of ar-cJJent victims waiting hours for an ambulance 
because of confusion regarding the area in which the incidents took 
place. A toxic spillage or tanker fire requires immediate response 
if the dangers are to be minimized and the nearest available assistance 
must be provided regardless of geographical divisions. 

This situation does not arise in the UK because the county fire and 
ambulance services, although strictly independent, are partly funded 
from central government and are answerable to an Inspectorate for their 
standards of preparedness, equipment and training. Part of this 
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requirement is the supply of mutual assistance to adjoining counties. 
In a major emergency situation men and equipment from several services 
may be present and the surrounding counties will redeploy their 
resources to provide the normal emergency cover for the depleted areas. 

The current lack of a national standard for fire service cover and 
performance, especially with regard to equipment and manpower, would 
indicate that it is time that central government became involved in much 
the same way as it is in the UK. 

EMERGENCY INFORMATION 

The variety of hazards presented by the large numbers of commonly 
transported substances makes it impossible for those who have to deal 
with emergencies to have a comprehensive knowledge of the fire 
fighting, first-aid and disposal requirements of the substances that may 
be involved. Even if the products are labelled it would be unrealistic 
to expect sufficient detailed information to be displayed in order to 
cover aJ1 contingencies. A need therefore exists for a readily 
available source of product data that can provide the following 
information: 

(a) Product name, synonyms, shipping name and chemical composition. 

(b) Physical properties such as specific gravity, vapour density, flash 
point, boiling point etc. 

(c) Hazardous properties and effects of fire, contamination, ingestion 
and inhalation, etc. 

(d) First-aid treatment including antidotes. 

(e) Disposal and decontamination instructions including availability of 
neutralizing agents. 

(f) Manufacturers' and shippers' names, addresses and telephone 
numbers. 
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(g) Packaging details i.e. drums, carboys, cylinders etc. 

This requirement is appreciated by many organizations; there are, 
unfortunately, just as many approaches to meeting it. One popular 
method is to carry much of this information on the vehicle in the form 
of a product sheet or internationally recognized TREMCARD (Transport 
Emergency Card). An example of one of these is shown in Figure 7. 
This system is widely used in South Africa and, in many cases, the 
format has been amended to include details of tank, gasket, and cleaning 
requirements. Objections to relying on this method are that a fire 
could ?_-stroy sccii aids and that an attempt to retrieve them from the 
vehicle cab could endanger the life of an individual in the case of a 
toxic spillage or explosion hazard. These systems are, however, 
extremely useful in most cases and at least act as a driver's aide 
memoire when dealing with minor spillages or contamination. Their 
comprehension by the driver, though, is a matter of some doubt, as 
pointed out in Section 3.4. 

Another method is for the emergency services themselves to maintain an 
information system of their own. This can take the form of a coupie of 
textbooks on chemical hazards and a file on local manufacturers. 
Methods can also be far more sophisticated. The County Fire Services in 
the UK all have direct terminal access to a hazardous materials data 
base which can, amongst many other things, identify a product from 
package code marks and the manufacturer's name. However, the UK 
Chemical Industries Association maintains an equally sophisticated and 
efficient information retrieval system under the name of CHEMSAFE and 
several of the major chemical manufacturers maintain a 24-hour emergency 
service to provide advice, and usually action, whenever their products 
are involved in an incident. This results in no individual system being 
fully utilized which, in addition to being an inefficient use of funds 
and resources, reduces a system's opportunities to update and prove 
itself through usage. Because of this there are often variations in the 
information available for some materials. Under certain circumstances 
this could be disastrous. 
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Similar problems exist in the USA where, in spite of an excellent 
centralized free telephone auvice system called CHEMTREC run by the 
Manufacturing Chemists* Association, individual city and county fire 
departments have set up their own information centres based on 
publications which in certain cases are dangerously inaccurate or out 
of date. 

Currently this is not a major problem in South Africa because the 
emergency service organizations have been very slow in preparing 
themselves for chemical emergencies and it is only a few of the major 
chemical manufacturers who have made efforts in this direction. The 
early introduction of a centralized information system would remove 
much of the responsiblity and cost of operating a local one from the 
municipal fire services. With the help of the chemical manufacturers' 
organizations current knowledge in this field could be pooled for the 
benefit of all. Any extensive delay in organizing such a facility would 
undoubtedly result in a proliferation of individual schemes which would 
create similar problems to those found overseas. An additional benefit 
of introducing such a centre is that its telephone number can be used 
on the HAZCHEM labels (see Section 7) in cases where the product 
supplier does not provide a 24-hour contact service. This is often the 
case for companies who merely distribute such materials after importing 
or stock purchasing them. 

INCIDENT REPORTING 

A prerequisite for assessing the benefit from any new controlling 
measure, or indeed identifying the requirement for such a need in the 
first place, is to have access to sufficient incident data to enable 
comparisons to be made and/or problem areas to be identified. In 
South Africa, data on hazardous material incidents currently exist in the 
form of company records which are not generally available for external 
scrutiny. Most companies maintain such records as a part of their loss 
prevention schemes but because they vary considerably in both content 
and detail they are not suitable as a data source in their current 
form. In addition to this, many minor carriers of hazardous materials 
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either do not maintain any records of incidents or concentrate on the 
vehicle and property damage aspects of accidents as opposed to the 
results of any product losses. 

Some standardized form of incident reporting is therefore necessary if 
an accurate evaluation is to be made of the current situation regarding 
such incidents and the effectiveness of controlling measures is to be 
monitored. This requirement has been supported by the Hazardous 
Materials Advisory Committee and will be included in the regulations 
under the Hazardous Substances Act. 

The layout and content of the required reporting form has not yet been 
decided upon but current practice overseas, especially in the USA, 
provides some useful guidelines. Appendix B is a copy of one used in 
the USA which is supplied together with an explanatory guide for its 
completion by the US DOT. The form is designed for ease of completion 
by the user and, more importantly, for compatibility with computer 
coding techniques. The US DoT have a data bank containing details of 
all hazardous material incidents since 1972 and this information can be 
presented in a variety of ways depending on the needs of the user. An 
example of the type of information printout available is included in 
Appendix C. The system enables one to pinpoint such things as the 
commonest cause of incidents, the most involved hazardous material, the 
most involvec" type of container, the death or injury record of a 
hazardous material and numerous other facts. The requirement for 
preventive action and the assessment of product risk are readily 
obtained with the use of this facility. 

The UK has also put forward a proposal for the notification of 
dangerous occurrences. The information required in it is mainly 
orientated towards details of employee injury or death and appears to 
be of limited value for the collation of hazardous material incident 
details. The UK Home Office carried out a pilot study in 1977 during 
which the county fire services were required to report all incidents 
involving hazardous materials on a standard report form (see Appendix D). 
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The results of this study demonstrated the benefit of such reporting as 
it produced detailed information that would not normally have been 
available for evaluation. 

The two incidents discussed in Section 5 (see Figure 3), both of which 
occurred within the CSIR environs in the space of 15 mont̂ »*. would 
indicate that incidents are occurring more frequently than supposed. A 
reporting requirement is the only method by which the exact extent of 
this problem can be assessed. 

11 LEGISLATION 

Two classes of hazardous substance are controlled by South African law. 
These are explosives and radio-active materials which are the subjects 
of the Explosives Act No. 26 of 1956 and the Atomic Energy Act No. 90 of 
1967 respectively. These Acts strictly control the manufacture, 
storage, handling and transportation of their respective substances and 
are actively enforced. Nevertheless, accidents have occurred involving 
these materials and the Acts are amended from time to time in attempts 
to reduce these incidents still further. 

Flammable liquids are subject to control by municipalities through their 
bye-laws. It is of concern to note that some municipalities do not have 
such bye-laws and among those that do, there is a marked discrepancy as 
regards the definitions of flammability and the quantities permitted per 
vehicle load (see Figure 8). It is the author's experience that these 
bye-laws are not actively enforced in many cases but, because of their 
variation, a load travelling through several municipalities would 
experience severe difficulties if they were. The SABS has chaired a 
committee to adopt a standard code of practice for the transport of 
flammable liquids and it is hoped that this will be adopted by all 
municipalities. 
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Municipality Compartment size Total haul 

A 
B 
C 

6 000 I 

5 000 I 

4 500 I 

30 000 I 

25 000 I 

22 500 I 

FIGURE 8 
MUNICIPAL CAPACITY LIMITS 
FOR THE TRANSPORTATION 
OF FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 

The Hazaruous Substances Act No. 15 of 1973 empowers the Minister of 
Health to make regulations 'authorizing, regulating, controlling, 
instructing or prohibiting the transportation of any grouped hazardous 
substances'. The purpose of the Act was to control the sale and 
handling of consumer products that are hazardous, and as such the groups 
of substances listed in the Act bear little resemblance to the 
internationally accepted UN list. These lists may, however, be amended 
and it is these regulations, thau appear to be the most readily available 
for the introduction of suitable controls. Proposals were put to the 
Department of Health in September 1978 by the irojects Advisory 
Committee concerning new regulations to cover -abelling and routing of 
hazardous loads as well as requirements for incident reporting and 
driver health examinations. The proposals were accepted in principal 
but to date (April 1981) nothing has vet been published. 

The Road Transportation Act No. 74 of 1977 has opened up the field of 
transportation by allowing public hauliers to operate without permits, 
and thus without the necessary checks, provided that their operations 
are carried out solely within exempted areas or within a 40 km radius of 
the business address. A private haulier may carry his own yoods within 
an 80 km radius of his business address under the san>'> terms. This Act 
has removed a lot of unnecessary applications for permits from small 
businesses who require consumer goods or furniture to be delivered in 
their sales areas. However, it has also enabled any member of the 
public to buy a vehicle and operate a restricted haulage business, 
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including the carriage of hazardous materials other than flammable 
liquids. For those operators who require a permit from a Road 
Transportation Board there exists a control in the form of one of the 
Boards' duties. This lays down that a permit may not be granted, 
renewed, amended or transferred unless every motor vehicle referred to 
in the permit 'is suitable for the class of road transportation for 
which it is to be used'. Whilst it would appear that this could be very 
effective in restricting the carriage of hazardous goods to the properly 
equipped haulier it is apparent that few of the Boards' members have the 
knowledge or motivation to enact this clause. 

Legislation intended to minimize the possibility of a disaster resulting 
from a hazardous material accident is considered necessary primarily to 
demonstrate to the general public that the authorities are aware of 
their fears and are taking action to allay them and, of secondary 
importance, to minimize the possible loss of life and property damage. 
It has been shown that 55 per cent of the 7 071 fatal accidents in 1976 
involved alcohol abuse and yet little is done to enforce drinking and 
driving legislation because it is apparent that the general public does 
not consider the prospect of being killed by a drunken driver as an 
unacceptable threat. The public is more concerned by deaths in unusual 
circumstances or by ten or more fatalities in a single incident than it 
ever is by many times that number kilied in twos and threes as is the 
case in road accidents. Widespread publicity of unusual incidents that 
have the possibility of causing multiple deaths results in the 
occurrence of a cyanide spillage becoming an emotive issue and the 
potential for disaster takes on the reality of one actually happening. 
This is beneficial if the authorities then take note and act with 
consideration but it can lead to highly restrictive and unrealistic 
controls being introduced that benefit nobody. This is particularly 
apparent in the USA where much of the hazardous materials legislation is 
undev constant attack by the industry for being inappropriate and 
unworkable. 

Safety and controls cost money and these costs are ultimately reflected 
in the final product price. If controls are excessive the cost penalty 
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becomes unacceptable and avoidance of rhe regulations becomes the norm. 
This can lead to practices being less safe than those of the pre-
regulation era, i.e. the deliberate mislabelling of a product for 
transport purposes. Controls must be carefully selected, intelligently 
applied and, above all, constantly monitored for effect. Legislation in 
this field is unlikely to be cost-effective but any inconsistencies or 
outmoded measures must be continuously identified and weeded out. 

12 ENFORCEMENT 

A law is only fully effective when there is a proper balance between the 
level of its enforcement and the penalties for its infringement. Speed 
restrictions are a case in point. Most readers will have an opinion as to 
their effectiveness. The diversity of the controls suggested in this 
report will require a wide range of policing activities some of which 
will require specialist knowledge and equipment in order to be effective. 

Mention has already been made of the problems with enforcing axle weight 
limitations but these are minor in comparison with those that may, for 
example, face an official attempt to confirm whether an unmarked tanker 
should be labelled or not. Specially trained and equipped personnel 
will be needed if spot checks are to be made of suspect loads and 
laboratory facilities will be needed to analyse them. Police, traffic 
officers, vehicle inspectors, members of transportation boards and many 
others will require detailed training in the interpretation and application 
of the regulations concerned. Staffing pioblems, complexity of the task 
and difficulties in demarcating areas of responsibility are likely 
objections to these requirements, but they should not be permitted to 
delay the introduction of any measures decided upon. To do so would 
inhibit the progress of any later ones which could well prove to have 
been more effective. 

13 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are insufficient controls and legal requirements to restrict the 
carriage of hazardous materials to competent, properly equipped and 
resoonsible operators. The Road Transportation Act 1977 together wi"h 
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the growth in industrial demand for transport services have increased 
the likelihood of amateurs becoming involved in this field of transportation. 
This, and the unsatisfactory situation that currently exists in all 
areas discussed in this report, has undoubtedly increased the likelihood 
of a major disaster occurring. The minimal apparent fatalities due to 
the transportation of these materials and the adverse effects of over-
restrictive legislation witnessed overseas suggests thac a: „ controls to 
be introduced in South Africa should be based on proven current 
practices and closely monitored in consultation with industry and other 
involved parties. 

Because of the wide rcope involved in this subject it would appear to be 
impractical to identify any one aspect as being particularly critical. 
However, because of the numerous shortcomings in driver selection and 
training discussed in Section 3 it is recommended that these matters be 
legislated for withcut delay. This should not only reduce *"he human 
error element in such incidents, but would undoubtedly serve to raise 
the status and public ima?e of the industry's drivers - an advance much 
needed to complement the recently introduced Certificate of Competency 
in Road Transportation offered by the Rand Afrikaans University. 

The subjects of incident reporting and load labelling should also be 
pursued in order to provide visible evidence of both the level and 
performance of this type of transportation. 

The Hazardous Substances Act, while a suitable vehicle for introducing 
certain of the measures discussed, particularly the compilation of a 
detailed hazardous materials list compatible with that of the UN, cannot 
be considered as a panacea for all deficiencies. It is recommended that 
the Department of Transport introduce a requirement for all carriers of 
hazardous materials to obtain a permit from a Road Transportation Board 
and that these Boards be guided by specific requirements for the 
carriage of such materials. The unsatisfactory availability of 
emergency services cover can only be improved nationally by the 
involvement of central government or a joint provincial effort. The 
standardization of these services in respect of equipment, training, 
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planning and «rear of rcsponsiblity should be attended to as a matter of 
urgency s well as consideration for the payment of subsidies to low 
income local authorities to assist then in complying with these 
standards. 

Past experience has shown that legislative action tends to take a 
considerable time to be introduced. A request to the provincial 
administrations in October 1979 to amend the Road Traffic ordinances so 
that ref lectorized Hazchmm labels could be permitted on the rear ends of 
vehicles, has yet to be accepted or rejected. It is not unlikely that 
in such circumstances the requirements for certain controls may well 
change, due to developments or events in this field. For this reason 
the Advisory Committee on the subject should be retained, possibly 
expanded and regularly consulted in order to keep the authorities 
currently aware of the latest requirements. The future safety record of 
this section of the transport industry cannot be entrusted to individual 
concerns working in isolation; it must involve a joint, effort by all 
involved parties with a view to developing an overall national strategy 
to minimize thy risks involved. 
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APPENDIX A 

REPRESENTATION ON THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR THE 
TRANSPORTATION OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

Dr P.N. Swanepoel (Chairman, Department of Health 
:-U E.G. Bain, Department of Health 
Mr A.B. Bellingan, Department of Transport 
Mr K.G.W. Bett, AECI 
Mr J.C.J. Cloeta, SAR 
Mr P.R. Davey, FPA 
Mr A.G. Farndell, Shell Chemicals 
Mr J.C. Hillman, NITRR 
Mr B.J.A. Hollick, Total SA (Pty) Ltd 
Mr A.J. Illman, Mobil Oil 
Mr K.D. McMjrray (vice Mr J.C. Fabre), Rio Rita Tankers and MTOA 
Mr D. Nel (vice Mr G.A. de Kock), 3M South Africa (Pty) Ltd 
Mr R.S. Parks (vice Mr P. Scribante), SABS 
Mr H.L. Pretorius, Department of Health 
Mr A. Spencer, SA Gas Industries Technical Committee 
Mr J.A. Stewart, UME 
Mr D.J.J. Stiglingh, SASOL Marketing Committee 
Mr G.E. Menzies, Darling and Hodgson and PHA 
Mr S. Goodman, TCMA 

The South African Police and the Institute of Traffic Officers of Southern 
Africa have nominated representatives for future meetings. 
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APPENDIX B 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENT REPORT AS REQUIRED BY THE 
U S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT 

0E :PA RTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION Form Approved 0MB N». M-S4I3 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENT REPORT 
INSTRUCTIONS: Submit this report in duplicate to the Director, Office of Program Support, Materiab Transportation Bureau, 
Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C. 20590, (ATTN: DMT-412). If space provided for any item is inadequate, 
complete that item under Section H, "Remarks*', keying to the entry number being completed. Copies of this form, in limited 
quantities, may be obtained from the Director, Office of Program Support. Additional copies in this prescribed format may be 
reproduced and used, if on the same size and kind of paper. 

A INCIDENT A 

' . TYPE OF OPERATION FREIGHT 
I Q A I R 2 Q HIGHWAY 3 [ ] R » I L A Q WATER S Q FORWARDER « — , OTHER 

1 lldmntilyl 

A 

' . TYPE OF OPERATION FREIGHT 
I Q A I R 2 Q HIGHWAY 3 [ ] R » I L A Q WATER S Q FORWARDER « 

A 

2. DATE AND TIME OF INCIDENT (Month - C * r - Y»mr) 

a.m. 

J. LOCATION OF INCIDENT 

A 

2. DATE AND TIME OF INCIDENT (Month - C 

•.». 

J. LOCATION OF INCIDENT 

B REPORTING CARRIER, COMPANY OR INDIVIDUAL B 
«. FULL NAME S. ADDRESS (Number. 5rr**f, City. Sftm mnd Zip Codm) 

B 

S. TYPE OF VEHICLE OR FACILITY 

c SHIPMENT INFORMATION c 
7. NAME AND ADDRESS OF SHIPPER (Origin mddrmts) 8. NAME ANO ADDRESS OF CONSIGNEE (Dmttinmtion mddr,,,) 

c 

9. SHIPPING PAPER IDENTIFICATION NO. 10. SHIPPING PAPERS ISSUED BY 

T ] CARRIER [7JSHIPPER 

T ] O T H E R 
(Identity) 

c 

9. SHIPPING PAPER IDENTIFICATION NO. 

D DEATHS, INJURIES, LOSS AND DAMAGE D 
DUE TO HAZAROOUS MATERIALS INVOLVED 13. ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF LOSS AND OR 

PROPERTY DAMAGE INCLUDING COST 
OF DECONTAMINATION (Round oil in 
dollmrw) 

S 

D 

I I . NUMBER PERSONS INJURED 12. NUMBER PERSONS KILLED 
13. ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF LOSS AND OR 

PROPERTY DAMAGE INCLUDING COST 
OF DECONTAMINATION (Round oil in 
dollmrw) 

S 

D 

14. ESTIM4TED TOTAL QUANTITY OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RELEASED 

13. ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF LOSS AND OR 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INCLUDING COST 
OF DECONTAMINATION (Round oil in 
dollmrw) 

S 

C HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INVOLVED C 

15. HAZARD CLASS 
CS»c. 172.101, Co' 31 

16. SHIPPING NAME 
I*SK. 172.101, Col. 2) 

17. TRAOE NAME 

C 

F NATURE OF PACKAGING FAILURE F 

te. (Chmck nil mpptirsble bones) 

F 

1 11 DROPPED IN HANDLING 12) EXTERNAL PUNCTURE 13) DAMAGE BY OTHER FREIGHT 

F 

141 HATER DAMAGE IS) DAMAGE FROM OTHER LIQUID 161 FREEZING 

F 

(71 EXTERNAL HEAT IS) INTERNAL PRESSURE 191 CORROSION OR RUST 

F 

, ... DEFECTIVE FITTINGS, 
1 "" VALVES. OR CLOSURES 

/ H I LOOSE FITTING5. VALVES OR 
CLOSURES 

i t i l FAILURE OF INNER 
RECEPTACLES 

F 

113) BOTTOM FAILURE I t4) BODY OR SIDE FAILURE 1 1SI WELD FAILURE 

F 

i 161 CHIME FAILURE 
I 17) OTHER CONDITIONS (Identity) ». SPACl roKDOT USE ONLY 

Fc 

*• 
Ml 
•dit 

DOT F 5800.1 110-70) (9/1/76) 
iri.il change (o incorporate redtMgnation per HM-112. 

». SPACl roKDOT USE ONLY 

http://iri.il
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PACKAGING INFORMATION .11, 
xfpararalr tot raff*. II morm sfmct 

hart onm a i l * *f rvpe pad a*ifm fa involved 
r*o*4 waa Section H "fVamafAa" aalow aari 

in laaa af malarial 
IM4 la rh* item 

ahow parftatlina infaflnalien 

ITEM 
TYPE OF PACKAGING INCLUOING INNER 
RECEPTACLES fSraal drums, woatfen eaa. 
cylinder, rtc-J ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ 
CAPACITY OH WEICHT PER UNIT 
MS ilallona. »5 16a.. arc.) 

NUMBER OF PACKAGES FROM WHICH 
MATERIAL. ESCAPEO 

NUMBER OF PACKAGES OF SAME TYPE 
IN SHIPMENT 

DOT SPECIFICATION NUM8ENISI ON 
PACKAGES (HP. 17E. ]AA, ,1c . o t m u ) 

SHOW ALL OTHER OOT PACKAGING 
MARKINGS (Pmtt I 7§) 

NAME. SYMBOL. OR REGISTRATION NUM
BER OF PACKAGING MANUFACTURER 

5 . . ' SERIAL NUMBER OF CYLINDERS, 
C»K»0 TANKS, TANK CARS. PORTABLE 
TANKS 
TYPE DOT LABÉLISI APPLIED 

IF RECONOITIONEO 

OR 
REQUALIFIEO. SHOW 

REGISTRATION 
NO. OR SYMBOL 

OATE OF LAST 
TEST OF INSPEC
TION 

30 
IF SHIPMENT IS UNDER OOT OR USCG 
SPECIAL PERMIT, ENTER PERMIT NO. 

H REMARKS - Describe essential facts of incident including but not limited to defects, damage, probable cause, stowage, 
action taken at the time discovered, and action taken to prevent future incidents. Include any recommendations to improve 
packaging, handling, or t-ansportation of hazardous materials. Photographs and diagrams should be submitted when 
necessary for clarification. 

I I . NAME OF PERSON PREPARING REPORT (Trpt or prtnl) 12. SIGNATURE 

19. TELEPHONE NO. (Includt Attm Coat) 14. DATE REPORT PREPAREO 

Revert* of Form DOT F S800.1 (1O70) 



AN EXAMPLE OF DATA PRESENTATION AVAILABLE FROM THE US DEPARTMENT 
OF TRANSPORT HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENT FILES 

TANK TRUCK ANIi TRAILER FAILURE REFORT 

ECIFICATION 

«C300 

OTHER 

0 

HOSE 
SUST 

1 

LOATJ-
UNLU 

5 

IMF 
HLOCK 

0 

IMF-
LOAD 

0 

VEH 
ACC 

12 

VENT
ING 

0 

FUMES 

0 

FRIC
TION 

0 

3TAT 
ELEC 

0 

METAL 
FTG 

0 

RESULT OF RELEASE 
HEATHS 

0 

INJUR IF. 

0 

3 DAMAGE 

130103 

ECIFICATION 

«C300 

OTHER 

0 

HOSE 
SUST 

1 

LOATJ-
UNLU 

5 

IMF 
HLOCK 

0 

IMF-
LOAD 

0 

VEH 
ACC 

12 

VENT
ING 

0 

FUMES 

0 

FRIC
TION 

0 

3TAT 
ELEC 

0 

METAL 
FTG 

0 

SPILL 

19 

FIRE 

3 

EXTL 

0 

HEATHS 

0 

INJUR IF. 

0 

3 DAMAGE 

130103 

> 
13 

MC301 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 65638 

ncav 3 3 27 0 0 15 0 0 0 1 0 57 3 1 0 o 131244 o 
M C 3 0 J 1 7 42 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 73 0 0 0 2 60024 

MC30» 7 19 78 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 136 3 ri 1 13 445491 
MC305 26 37 531 0 0 U 9 0 0 0 0 0 760 18 1 3 17 1127587 

MC304 79 110 1437 0 0 407 0 0 0 1 0 2153 79 16 15 44 6650837 
HC307 6 89 1/1 0 0 3^ 1 0 0 1 0 370 4 0 13 82 1002962 

MC310 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 10 1 0 0 2 2179 1 

nC3ii 13 13 71 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 160 0 0 0 22 189518 | 
MC312 1/ 4V 133 0 0 36 1 1 0 0 0 386 0 0 0 224 677975 
MC330 8 5 13 0 0 15 1 1 0 0 0 50 6 1 4 35 198633 

MC331 5 10 21 0 0 15 0 •) 0 0 0 66 6 3 3 211 276322 
TANK TRK 20 15 187 1 0 10H 1 1 0 0 1 380 24 i 5 25 1484843 

TANK TRL 

TQTAl S 

61 

246 

49 

400 

••.48 

jJ19 

0 

1 

0 

0 

307 

1109 

a 
12 

0 ---
0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

1 

1119 

5752 

48 

196 

13 

39 

10 

60 

47 

728 

5671752 

18215188 

C'EATHS 
INJURIES 
0AhAGE3 2 

6 
55 

54V 09 

3 
85 

143362 

9 
127 

134649 

0 
0 

2600 

0 
0 
0 
12 

41 
390 

401237 

0 

/4 13 

0 

45 

0 
0 
0 

1 
3 

1009 75 

0 
0 

•iflLl.S 
F IRES 
':<F-L02I0N3 

230 
30 
14 

408 
1 
0 

3318 
20 

1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

1074 
114 
to 

11 
1 
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1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
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~» 
•-* 

1 
0 
<> 
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APPENDIX D 

INCIDENT REPORT USED FOR 1977 U K HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ACCIDENT SURVEY 

INCIDENT REPORT 
INCIDENTS ARISING FROM THE CONVEYANCE OF DANGEROUS GOODS 

1. Name of Fire Brigade/Service: 
2. Date and Time of Call: 
3. Location of Incident: 

4. Cause of Incident: 

5. Brief Description of Incident: 

6. No of Casualties: Fatal Injuries 
7. Brief Details of any Damage to Property due to Ntmre of Chemical(s) involved: 

8. Approximate Quantity of Chemical Spilled: 
9. Were Chemicals and/or Container Involved in Fire? YES/NO 

10. Brief Details of any Emission of Fumes (including direction of travel and area affected): 

11. Type of Container Involved:* 
Simple Tank Load • Multi-compartmented Tank Vehicle • 
Drum D Package • Other (specify) 

I T Names of Product(s) Involved: 

13. Name and Address of Chemical Company whose Products Involved: 

14. Details of Markings on Product: * 
UK THIS D Product Name D Tele No for specialist advice D 
Hazard Warning Diamond(s) D None D Other (specify) 

15. Written Instructions Accompanying Product: * 
Tremcard • None • Other (specify) 

16. Was Specialist Assistance Requested: YES/NO 
17. If yes to 16, from Where Was the Advice Obtained: 

18. Was the Chemsafe Scheme Invoked: YES/NO 
19. Give Details of Response to Request for Specialist Assistance: 


